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Introduction
We’ve all heard the idiom: “breeding like rabbits”.
Well, here is a card game that brings it to life!
No smell, no fuss, no need for cages!
Breed rabbits without ever having to clean up poo or worry
about what to do with all those babies.
Even if they've studied basic genetics in school, many
people still have trouble understanding the fundamental
concepts underlying Mendelian genetics and inheritance.
How many times have you heard someone say:
It runs in the family…MUST be genetic!
Inbreeding is bad because it creates defects!
That ALWAYS skips a generation…

The classic examples used in school (eye color, blood types)
are fine, but additional resources can help consolidate the
idea. Besides, playing with blood and eyes isn’t all it’s
cracked up to be.
Gene Rummy is a variation of Gin Rummy, one of the most
popular card games of the mid-20th century, and still
popular today. Here at Mink Hollow Media, we’ve been
looking for a way to combine our expertise in teaching and
science with our decades of first-hand experience playing
around with coat colors in rabbits. We think you will enjoy our
take on this classic card game, and invite you to learn about
the principles of Mendelian Genetics and Inheritance along
the way.
It’s a visual way to learn the jargon and the basic principles
of Mendelian inheritance while playing a fast-paced card
game.
© K.Becker,
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Overview
How to Win

TOP

Earn the most points and become the
Top Breeder.

BREEDER

Create legal matings by matching a buck
(dad) and doe (mom) with one baby they
could legally produce according Mendel's
Laws (see later).
Earn points for each known allele that
appears in a mating. The more unknown
alleles you can fill in for each mating, the
more points you can earn.

Brief Overview of Gameplay
1. Cards are dealt to each player with some left over to go
on the table as the Gene Pool (draw pile).
2. On each turn you draw a card.
3. If you can form a legal mating, you lay the trio down.
4. Then discard one card if you have one.
5. The game ends when someone runs out of cards or both
draw piles are depleted (the Gene Pool and Retirement).
6. The winner is the person with the most points.

© K.Becker,
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Component List
Deck of Cards (76 cards):
4 sets (suits) of 9 cards in each sex (18 cards/suit)
1. One set (9 bucks; 9 does)
in each of the “Suits” (Shades):
Black, Chocolate, Blue, Lilac
Each set contains 3 colors in 3 patterns (= 9 variations):
1. Agouti, Chinchilla, Himalayan
2. Tan, Tan Chinchilla, Tan Himalayan
3. Self, Self Chinchilla, Self Himalayan

2. 4 Albino (Red-Eyed White) cards (2 buck; 2 doe)

Recommended, Not Included
Score Pad
Each player gets one sheet.
Additional sheets are
available for download.

•
•
•

Pencil
Calculator (optional)
Blank paper (optional), for resolving unknown alleles.
© K.Becker,
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Card Layout
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Set Up
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

Shuffle the deck.
If there are 2 players, deal 12 cards to each
player.
If there are 3-4 players, then deal 9 cards to each
player.
Place the remaining cards face down in the
center of the table (this is the Gene Pool).
Draw the top card of the Gene Pool and place it
face up beside it. This is the Retirement pile.

© K.Becker,
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Game Play
Playing One Turn
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.
8.

Start with the person to the left of the dealer. Play
proceeds clockwise.
Choose one rabbit card from the top of one of the 2
draw piles. You can draw from either the Gene Pool
(draw deck) or from Retirement (discard pile).
Try to match it with the rabbits in your hand that could
be its legal parents (according to Mendel's Laws). You
need one buck and one doe from your herd (hand).
If found : lay down all three rabbits as a group on the
table.
If NOT found, add the new rabbit to your herd.
You may only lay down ONE mating per turn.
Next, choose any rabbit from your hand to Retire
(discard a card to the discard pile), unless you have no
cards left in your hand.
This is the end of your turn.
Play continues with the player to your left.

Notes:

As long as you have two or more rabbits in your hand at the start of
your turn, you must play your turn. If you have only one rabbit in your
hand, you don't have to pick up, and can retire your last rabbit.
The gender of the offspring doesn't matter. Only that of the parents.
© K.Becker,
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End of Game
End of Round
1.

2.

The Round ends when:
One person has no more rabbits in their hand, at which point the
round ends immediately.
~ OR ~
When the Gene Pool runs out. If there are no more cards left on the
table, players may each take one additional turn (allowing them to
make one more Mating using three rabbits from their herd, and retire
one more rabbit), ending with the player that drew the last card.

Each player's score can either be tallied at the end of their turn or at the
end of each Round.

End of Game
The game ends when one player gets 500 points. If the score is tallied at
the end of each player's turn, then the round is still played out. The overall
high score wins.

Tie-Breaker Rules
Ties can be broken in one of the following ways, ranked in order of
preference.
1. The player with the fewest rabbits left in their herd (hand) at the end of
the last round.
2. The player with the fewest total unknowns on the table.
3. The player with the most dilute rabbits on the table.
4. The player with the most dilute alleles.

Tip:

Lay out your matings so you can tell who the
parents are when it comes time to tally your score.
Alternately, you can tally your score for each
mating as you lay it down.
© K.Becker,
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Scoring
1.

Resolve the unknown alleles in each mating separately
(see legal and illegal matings, later). This is why it is
important to know which rabbits were the parents and
which are the offspring. The offspring are first used to fill
in unknowns for the parents. It may then be possible to
fill in additional unknowns for the offspring.

2.

Tally your score by adding
the point value of each
known allele from each
rabbit in your mating.
You can use the score pad
to help you.

3.

Add the totals for each of your matings together.
Allele

A
at
a
B
b
C
cchd
ch
c
D
d

Points
1
2

4
1
2
1
2
4
8
1
2

Examples:

Aa BB C- D- (Castor)
= 1+4 + 1+1 + 1+0 + 1+0
=9
aa bb C- dd (Lilac)
= 4+4 + 2+2 + 1+0 + 2+2
= 17
Aa Bb C- Dd (Castor)

For more information, see: http://minkhollow.ca/gene-rummy
© K.Becker,
Mink Hollow Media, Ltd.
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Alternative: Super Simple Scoring
Some find the scoring in this game overly complex, and
while the scoring is designed to help consolidate the
principles of Mendelian genetics, you can choose a much
simpler scoring method if you wish.
In this super simple scoring method, you only count the
resolved unknowns. Simply tally 10 points for EVERY unknown
that is resolved.

© K.Becker,
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Mendel's Laws
1. Law of Segregation of Genes
(the "First Law")
Only ONE allele of a pair gets passed on from
parent to offspring.

2. Law of Independent Assortment
(the "Second Law")
The individual alleles are independent. In other
words the choice of which allele of each series
gets passed on to the offspring is not affected by
any of the other alleles.

3. Law of Dominance
(the "Third Law")
Some alleles are dominant and others are
recessive. The phenotype (what we see) is
determined by the (one) dominant allele, even
though the other allele may be recessive or
dominant. In other words, if there is a dominant
allele, we will only see the effects of that and not
the effects of the other allele.

© K.Becker,
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Basics of Mendelian Genetics
Genes notation uses 1 letter with or without a superscript:
C, cchd, ch, c
When it comes to rabbit colors, dominant genes use CAPITALS,
recessive ones use lowercase.
Genes come in pairs:
•
•
•

Aa, at, aa, AOne allele comes from each parent. ALWAYS.
The dominant allele is listed first, regardless of which parent it
came from.
If an allele is unknown, it is listed as '-'. Possible values depend on
the known gene. E.g.. the 'C' series contains these alleles: C, cchd,
ch, c. If the C-series for a rabbit is shown as cchd -, then C could
not be the unknown as it is dominant to cchd and can't be
hidden.

Basic Facts – Rabbits Coat Colors
•

Rabbit Coat Colors determined by 4 basic gene series*:
– A: "Agouti" pattern (how colour appears on hair) [3 alleles: A,
at, a]
– B: Black vs Brown [2 alleles: B, b]
– C: Colour [4 alleles*: C, cchd, ch, c]
– D: Dilution [2 alleles: D, d]

•

Basic wild color (Agouti) looks like:
A- B- C- D*There are in fact a few more (not counting modifiers)
but these are the most obvious ones, visually speaking
Reference:
http://www.minkhollow.ca/MHF/doku.php?id=farm:rabbits:rabbit_colours
http://www.minkhollow.ca/MHF/doku.php?id=farm:rabbits:rabbit_genetics

© K.Becker,
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Legal Matings 1
When starting with a kit (offspring), a legal family has parents
who could produce that kit, given the known and unknown
alleles.
 Here you have drawn a Lilac Marten
(ata bb Cchd- dd).
You could choose two Blacks to be the
buck and doe because they each have
unknowns.
Both parents are the same suit.
If we match the Lilac with them and
fill in the now known alleles, the
parents become:
(ata Bb C- Dd) and (Aa Bb Cchd- Dd)

Here you have drawn a Castor. 
If we match the offspring with
these parents,
we can only conclude the kit is:
(A- Bb C- D-)
We cannot tell if ANY of the
animals are carrying (d) for dilute,
or which of the available A-series
or C-series were passed on the kit.
We cannot fill in any unknowns for
the parents.
© K.Becker,
Mink Hollow Media, Ltd.
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Legal Matings 2
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Legal Matings 3
With a White offspring, we can fill
in many of the unknowns in the
offspring, and because she is
(cc), we can also backfill the
unknown C-allele for both
parents.
Note we have left the "dominant
allele" (the 1st of the pair) as an
unknown.

That's because we can only fill in the alleles when one
of the parents is homozygous for that gene, and in our examples that
only happens when it is the most recessive. If it's not homozygous,
have no way of determining whether the (A) was inherited from the
Lynx, for example, or whether it was the (-).

This time, on the offspring, we
can fill in the (a) from the Black
dad and the (d) from the Lynx
mom. We can also fill the
unknown (b) for the dad from
the offspring.

Further, we can verify that this is
a legal offspring by locating
every known allele from the
offspring in one or the other of
the parents.

© K.Becker,
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Legal Matings 4
With a Lynx offspring, we can
fill in the unknown (A-) in the
offspring from the Black dad,
but not the (C-). Because she
is the most recessive shade,
we can also backfill the
unknown B- and D-allele for
the Black dad.

So now,
the Black is: (aa Bb C- Dd)
the Lynx (mom) is: (A- bb C- dd), and
the Lynx offspring is: (Aa bb C- dd)
This time, on the offspring, we
can fill in the (a), and (b) from
the Chocolate Seal mom.
From the Squirrel kit, we can
also fill the unknown the (d) for
the mom.

So now,

the Blue Marten Cal is: (A- B- C- Dd)
the Chocolate Marten (mom) is: (aa bb cchd- Dd), and
the Squirrel offspring is: (Aa Bb cchd- dd)
© K.Becker,
Mink Hollow Media, Ltd.
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Illegal Matings 1

© K.Becker,
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Ilegal Matings 2
This one can't work.
A Lilac Otter offspring requires
that at least one parent has
the dominant (C), and neither
parent has it.

This one also won't work
because neither parent has
the dominant (A) required by
the Squirrel offspring.

© K.Becker,
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Ilegal Matings 3
Here there are TWO
problems.

Neither parent has a
dominant (A) or a
dominant (C).

Here again, everything
works, except the Aseries. Neither parent
has the needed (A).

© K.Becker,
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Educational Objectives
Through playing the game and matching phenotypes w/
genotypes as well as determining what can be
produced given a specific phenotype, players will:
Learn basic principles of genetics:
• Familiarity with the standard genotype notation.
• Terminology: homozygous, heterozygous, gene,
allele, locus, genotype, phenotype, dominant,
recessive
• Gene pairs code for specific traits
• Separate alleles on different loci can interact
• Genes combine to produce more complex effects
• Phenotype vs. genotype
• Homo- vs heterozygous effects
Target Audience
•
•
•

Freshman College/University
Biology Class
…basically, anyone in need of a fundamental
introduction (new or refresher) to basic Mendelian
genetics and inheritance.

Note: This game is NOT intended to be a first introduction
to Mendelian Genetics, nor is it intended to be used
without support from someone knowledgeable in the
field.
© K.Becker,
Mink Hollow Media, Ltd.
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Variation: Production
In this variation, you still start with one offspring that you
picked up from either the Gene Pool or Retirement.
The difference is that now you can include up to three
(3) additional offspring chosen from the rabbits in your
herd (hand) but the challenge is that they must ALL be
legal offspring of those two parents when all of the
unknowns are filled in.
This Production Mating includes 2
parents and up to 4 legal offspring.
When you place a Mating on the
table place the parents horizontally
and the offspring vertically. This makes it easier to do the
calculations.

Consistent Mating

A Consistent Mating happens when all of the offspring in
a mating are legal offspring after all of the unknown
parent genes have been filled in.
In other words, if one Parent is a Castor (A- B- C- D-) and
the other is a Lilac (aa bb C- dd), then using an albino (--- cc --) as an offspring means that both parents would
HAVE to be carrying the REW (red-eyed white, or albino)
allele.
The parents would then be: (A- B- Cc D-) and (aa bb Cc
dd). That would mean that NONE of the other babies
could be Chinchilla (cchd) or Himalayan (ch). Further
EACH offspring you add could fill in more unknowns.
Once an unknown is filled in for a parent, all offspring
must be legal according to both parents' genotypes.
© K.Becker,
Mink Hollow Media, Ltd.
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Legal Production Mating
Let's start with a Black kit and
two Castor parents:
From this first kit we know that the
second A-allele for BOTH parents has
to be (a). That also means that none
of the other littermates can be tan (at).
If we next choose a Lynx offspring, that
means we can fill in more of the
parents. They are now: (Aa Bb C- Dd)
and (Aa Bb C- Dd).
Next we choose a Blue Cal as the next offspring, it further defines the
parents. ONE of them must be carrying cal (ch). It doesn't matter which
parent gets it, as long as one of them does. They are now: (Aa Bb Cch
Dd) and (Aa Bb C- Dd). Now, the final offspring can NOT be any kind of
Chin or a White. That's because we only have one C allele left to fill in for
the parents, and it HAS to be compatible with the Cal we have. White
requires (cc) and Chin is dominant over Cal. That means it HAS to be cal
(ch). Now we can fill in the final unknown for the parents, giving: (Aa Bb
Cch Dd) for both. Our final offspring could be any shade full-C agouti or
any shade Cal. Let's say we have a Blue.
Now all offspring are consistent with both parents and we have a full litter.

Offspring 1

Offspring 2

Offspring 3

Offspring 4

(aa Bb C- Dd)

(Aa Bb C- Dd)

(Aa Bb Cch Dd)

(aa Bb C - dd)
© K.Becker,
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Production Game Scoring
Because the scoring can get quite complex, you can opt to
use these alternative scoring guidelines. They simply use the
suits (shades) of the cards in the family, with some additional
guidelines for Whites, parents, and a bonus if you manage to
find four (4) offspring for one pair of parents.
By Suit
• Black cards are worth 10 points each.
• Chocolate and Blue cards are worth 15 points each.
• Lilac cards are worth 20 points each.
Wildcards
• Red-Eyed Whites are worth 0 points as offspring, but 25
points as parents.
Parents
• The face value of each parent is doubled:
–
–
–

•

Black Parent = 20 points
Chocolate or Blue parent = 30
Lilac parent = 40 points

Full Litter
A full mating (6 cards) earns a 50 point bonus.
Notes:

This variation is quite complex, and may be best played with open
hands (where all players can see the hands of others and discuss
what they are doing). The educational value of this variant comes
chiefly from the discussion that happens while trying to build full
litters.
The gender of the offspring doesn't matter. Only the parents.
© K.Becker,
Mink Hollow Media, Ltd.
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Variation: SET!
This variation is based on the card
game SET. The object of the game is
to form sets of legal matings.
Number of Players: 2 or more.
Set Up:
• Choose a dealer (however you
wish).
• The dealer shuffles the cards and
lays out 11 cards in a rectangle
(3X4 or 4X3) so they can be seen
by all.
• The dealer then turns up another
card from the pile (Gene Pool) and
lays it below (or beside) the
rectangle. This card is the offspring.
Game Play:
•
When a player finds 2 legal parents for this kit, the player calls SET!
•
There are no turns. The first player to call SET! gets control of the
table, and must pick up the 2 parents. Once a player has called
SET!, no other player can pick up cards until that player has
finished
•
Matings are checked by the other players to make sure they are
legal. If legal, the SET! is kept by the player and the dealer
replaces the 2 cards with 2 from the deck, and turns up another
card for the offspring.
•
The SET! must be picked up quickly after calling it. If a player calls
SET and does not have one, or if the SET! is not a legal mating,
they lose 10 points, and all 3 cards are returned to the table.
•
If all players agree that there is not a SET in the 12 cards, 3 more
cards are laid face up on the table – the last one will be the
offspring. The 3 cards are not replaced when the next SET is
found, reducing the number back to 12.
© K.Becker,
Mink Hollow Media, Ltd.
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Variation: SET!
End of Game:
•
The play continues until the deck is depleted.
•
Note that there may be cards remaining that do not form a SET.
Scoring:
You can use either the scoring method described for the "standard"
rules (page 10), OR the super simple scoring (page 11).

You can also make up your own scoring method.
If you get a good one, let us know!
We'll add it to the game manual and give you credit!
Contact us at: info@minkhollow.ca

Notes:

This variation is considerably simpler than either the "standard" rules
OR Production. This variation also lends itself nicely to cooperative
play.
If you are finding the other games too cumbersome of complex, you
might wish to try this one.
© K.Becker,
Mink Hollow Media, Ltd.
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Table of Alleles
Black (B) vs Chocolate (b)
Black/
Chocolate

B

B

BB
(black)

Bb
(black)

Bb
(black)

bb
(chocolate)

B

b

Genotypes:
2 alleles
4 different outcomes

Phenotypes:
2 alleles
2 different outcomes
© K.Becker,
Mink Hollow Media, Ltd.
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Table of Alleles & Phenotypes
Dense (D) vs dilute(d)
Dense/
Dilute

D

d

DD
(full color)

Dd
(full color)

Dd
(full color)

dd
(dilute)

D

d

Genotypes:
2 alleles
4 different outcomes

Phenotypes:
2 alleles
2 different outcomes
© K.Becker,
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Table of Alleles & Phenotypes
Rank (Black/Chocolate AND Dense/dilute)
Rank

BD
(black)
BB DD
(black)

Bd
(blue)

bd
(lilac)

Genotypes:
4 alleles
10 different outcomes

BD
(black)

(because Bb is the same as bB
and Dd is the same as dD)

BB Dd
(black)

BB dd
(blue)

Bb DD
(black)

Bb Dd
(black)

bb DD
(chocolate)

Bb Dd
(black)

Bb dd
(blue)

bb Dd
(chocolate)

Bd
(blue)

bD
(chocolate)

bD
(chocolate)

Phenotypes:
4 alleles
4 different outcomes

bb dd
(lilac)

bd
(lilac)

© K.Becker,
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Table of Alleles & Phenotypes
Pattern
Pattern

A
(Agouti)
AA
(Agouti)

A
(Agouti)

at
(Tan)

a
(Self)

Genotypes:
3 alleles
6 different outcomes

Aat
(Agouti)

atat
(Tan)

Aa
(Agouti)

ata
(Tan)

at
(Tan)

Phenotypes:
3alleles
3 outcomes

aa
(Self)

a
(Self)

© K.Becker,
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Table of Alleles & Phenotypes
Color
Color

C (full)

cchd
(Chinchilla)

CC
(Full)

ch
(Himalayan)

c
(Red-Eyed
White)

Genotypes:
4 alleles
10 different outcomes

C (full)

Ccchd
(Full)

cchdcchd
(Chinchilla)

Cch
(Full)

cchdch
(Chinchilla)

chch
(Himalayan)

Cc
(Full)

cchdc
(Chinchilla)

chc
(Himalayan)

chd

c

(Chinchilla)

Phenotypes:
4 alleles
4 outcomes

ch
(Himalayan)

cc
(Red-Eyed White)

c
(Red-Eyed
White)

© K.Becker,
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Glossary (Genetics)
Allele - The different forms of a gene. (Y) and (y) are different alleles of the
gene that determines seed color. Alleles occupy the same locus, or
position, on chromosomes. In rabbits, many color genes have only two
known alleles, but some have as many as 5. Those genes with only two
alleles usually have one that is dominant and one that is fully recessive. For
example, (B) is the dominant black allele and (b) is the recessive
chocolate (brown) allele. Those that have more than two often have
some alleles that are not fully dominant or recessive. The C-Series includes
5 known alleles, only 4 of which are included in the game. The C-Series
includes: Full Color (C), Chinchilla (cchd), shaded (cchl), Californian (ch), and
Albino (c). These are listed in order of dominance. The shaded allele is not
fully dominant over the ones below it, and has been left out of the game.
Carrier - An individual that is heterozygous for a single recessive gene. In
other words one that has a recessive gene but does not show it.
Dominant Trait - A trait expressed preferentially over another trait.
Genotype - The genetic constitution of an organism with respect to a trait.
For a single trait on an autosome, an individual can be homozygous for the
dominant trait, heterozygous, or homozygous for the recessive trait. Yellow
seeds are dominant, but yellow seeded plants could have a genotype of
either YY or Yy.
Heterozygous - Differing alleles for a trait in an individual, such as Yy.
Homozygous - Both alleles for a trait are the same in an individual. They
can be homozygous dominant (YY), or homozygous recessive (yy).
Hybrid - Heterozygous; usually referring to the offspring of two truebreeding (homozygous) individuals differing in the traits of interest.
Phenotype - The physical appearance of an organism with respect to a
trait, i.e. yellow (Y) or green (y) seeds in garden peas. In rabbit color
genetics, the dominant trait is normally represented with a capital letter,
and the recessive trait with the same lower case letter.
Recessive Trait - Trait of an organism that can be masked by the dominant
form of a trait.
Trait - Characteristic that is inherited; can be either dominant or recessive.
© K.Becker,
Mink Hollow Media, Ltd.
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Glossary (Game Terms)
Consistent Mating - Sometimes a kit will provide information
about the unknowns in the parents. A consistent mating is
one where the unknowns determined by all kits in the litter
are consistent.
Gene Pool - (aka Stock, or draw pile) The
remainder of the deck of cards after the
original hands are dealt. It is usually
placed face down, and from whence
cards may be drawn.

Go Out - Get rid of the last card in the herd.
Herd – (aka Hand) The cards dealt to a player; the cards
they hold at any stage in the game.
Legal Mating - When a card chosen as the offspring of 2
parents is one that is possible according to Mendel's Laws.
Litter - A group consisting of 2 parents and up to 4 offspring.
Mating - (aka Meld, Set, Run) Three or more cards that form
a legal mating.
Retire - After picking a new card, you reduce the herd by
placing one card on the top of Retirement (discard pile)
face up thus ending your turn.
Retirement - The pile of cards, next to the gene pool (stock),
into which each player in turn places their discard.
Suit – The four suits in this game are the same as the four
main shades: Black, Blue, Chocolate, and Lilac.

© K.Becker,
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